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Abstract: The paper presents the possibility of using cable screen earthing current measurements
for MV, single-core cable line monitoring. Cable screen earthing current measurement allows the
condition of cable screen connections, degradation of earthing systems, and the earthing system
integrity to be observed, which allows a condition based maintenance (CBM) strategy to be introduced
for cable screens and earthing systems in MV networks. CBM allows the workload and failure rate to
be reduced. Analysis of the condition of the cable screen and earthing system is carried out based
on the cable screen earthing current trends and rapid changes of the current. The proposed system
is integrated with a state of the art advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) and uses AMI data to
calculate currents flowing through cable segments of the analyzed feeder. Additionally, a system
which counts thermo-mechanical stresses associated with high current incidents in cable screens is
proposed. The stresses are assessed using data from conventional protection relays and the ratio of
currents in the cable core and cable screens. The stresses can be used as an indicator of the cable joint
condition. The presented phenomena are studied carefully in PowerFactory software. Theoretical
considerations are confirmed using measurements taken in the real MV cable line. Finally, the results
of a SWOT analysis are presented and future research activities are outlined.

Keywords: earthing/grounding system; cable screen; quasi-dynamic simulation; advanced metering
infrastructure (AMI); cable joint

1. Introduction

Cable lines are very important elements of a power system which connect energy sources with
electrical loads. Cable lines are reliable since, contrary to overhead lines, they are buried underground
and therefore naturally screened from atmospheric conditions. Because of the high reliability of
cable lines, the share of the cables in power systems is increasing systematically. The reliability of
the distribution system network is very important since loads connected to the distribution network
consume approximately 77% of energy [1]. Unfortunately, cable line failures are difficult to repair since
failures are not visible to the naked eye. In order to find the fault location, special tools have to be used.
One has to however note that utilization of new technologies allows the condition of cable lines to be
monitored and greatly minimizes the risk of failure. Moreover, special tools are able to detect pre-fault
conditions, which allows unplanned, prolonged, power interruptions to be avoided, as well as the risk
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of hazardous situations connected with a failure to be reduced, i.e., risk of electrocution in the case of a
phase to earth fault. The integral part of cable lines are earthing systems. Earthing systems have been
researched since the beginning of power system development up to this day. Research about earthing
systems is focused on lattice earth electrodes of high (> 110 kV) voltage substations [2–5], optimization
of earthing systems construction and monitoring of earthing systems in depths of the network and
inside substations [6–9]. Earthing systems ensure the safety of power system operation, i.e., directing
lightning strikes to the ground, ensuring the safety of humans under fault conditions, and allowing for
voltage measurement [10,11]. An earthing system should be characterized by [12]:

- high conductivity,
- robustness against fault current flow,
- long lifespan,
- low resistance and impedance,
- equipotentialisation connections,
- resistivity against corrosion,
- mechanical and electrical durability.

Monitoring of earthing systems is a big challenge because of the large number of earthing systems,
i.e., the four biggest polish distribution system operators (DSOs), which operate in almost 100%
of the area of Poland, have 256 thousands substations and all the substations are equipped with
earthing systems [13]. Commercial systems for Medium Voltage (MV) earthing system monitoring are
able to monitor one earthing system or a few earthing systems, but only in close proximity [14,15].
An alternative for conventional monitoring of the earthing systems is to measure and analyze residual
cable screen earthing system current—Ircs. Utilization of Ircs allows for simultaneous monitoring of
many earthing systems in remote locations, and what is most important is that the proposed system
utilizes exactly the same hardware as the system for detection and location of earth faults [16–18].
It is possible to detect degradation, mechanical damage, or theft of earthing systems. A system for
monitoring of earthing systems allows a condition based maintenance strategy to be introduced, which
allows the effectiveness of electric utilities to be improved [19]. This improvement is achieved through
reduced numbers of failures and reduced number of maintenance activities connected with reduced
operational costs. Additionally, the proposed solution is able to detect any current rise in cable screens
which could endanger the cable screens, i.e., stray currents [20]. The proposed solutions are parts of
global trends—similar topics are currently being researched by the International Council on Large
Electric Systems—CIGRE working group [21] and newly created joint working group JWG D1/B1.75
“Strategies and tools for corrosion prevention for cable systems”.

2. Monitoring of Distribution System Network

Despite Ircs, the proposed solution requires additional input values—information about load
currents of cable segments. The values can be obtained via a distributed monitoring system. Over the
last decade, great progress has been observed in the field of distributed monitoring, and in consumer
electronics—Internet of Thing (IOT) devices, industrial IOT, smart sensors 4.0, and advanced metering
infrastructure (AMI) devices. IOT devices are developed for consumer applications, whereas industrial
IOT and smart sensors 4.0 are developed for industrial applications. AMI meters were developed
specifically for the needs of active distribution system networks. Different sensors are interconnected
and form the sensor network. The literature presents many different architectures of sensor networks
and many different communication protocols [22]. An example of a sensor network for power systems
is the power system sensor network (PSSN) [23]. The PSSN integrates distributed monitoring and
control systems. Sensors work coordinately, which allows for better observability of the network.
The advantages of the PSSN are effective data access, processing, and network management. The system
consists of a central control center and distributed sensors connected via dedicated communication
channels and network infrastructure. Measurements are synchronized over GPS time synchronization.
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Sensors can be wireless (communication and energy supply), wired (communication and energy
supply), or partially wireless—wired energy supply but equipped with modules which allow for
wireless communication. Two types of sensors—wired AMI and wireless IOT devices—are compared
in the context of a distribution network in order to present an overview regrading state of the art
solutions and current issues connected with smart sensing technology. One of the biggest advantages
of IOT devices is their plug and play capability and theoretically low cost. Unfortunately, commercial
products—hardware enclosed in a housing with battery and algorithms—are still expensive—the price
is in the range of a few hundred $/sensor [24]. Despite the cost of the sensor, one needs to consider the
installation cost, which is particularly high in distribution system networks because of installation
issues—sophisticated equipment and work procedures which need to be adapted to work at height
and on energized equipment. Moreover, the effectiveness of IOT devices is strongly limited by energy
constraints—typical IOT devices have only small batteries and therefore cannot remain active over
long periods of time, and therefore, wireless sensors are alternately switched on to perform actions
and switched off to save energy [25]. It is possible to effectively measure some values in this way, i.e.,
temperature, since a time constant of the measurand is typically in the range of minutes or hours [26].
In some cases, continuous measurement is not needed, i.e., the low speed of degradation of the insulator
surface allows the insulator leakage current to be measured periodically [27]. In order to increase the
sampling rate of wireless sensors one needs to reduce the energy consumption. Typically, the reduction
of energy consumption is achieved thanks to new, efficient communication protocols [28]. Moreover,
it is possible to equip the sensor with an energy harvesting device, i.e., a magnetic field harvester,
which is particularly interesting for power utilities [29,30]. Unfortunately, continuous operation and
performing of advanced calculations, i.e., calculation of power quality parameters, is still impossible.
The presented issues connected with IOT devices do not apply to AMI devices, which were developed
for distribution system network monitoring. AMI devices are installed on the low voltage side of
MV/LV transformers, and therefore, an unlimited energy source is provided. AMI meters greatly
improve the observability of distribution system network (DSN). AMI measurements are typically
used for load analysis, load forecasting, and load management [31]. AMI is also used to monitor
power quality, allows for detection of electricity theft, controls lights, or includes electric tariffs [32].
Many DSOs all over the world decided to install AMI meters in distribution system networks [33].
AMI is often presented in the literature in the context of efficient and secure data transfer and in the
context of data compression [34–38]. Theoretically, AMI could be modified so new functions could be
implemented; however, it is difficult to modify the software of AMI devices because meters would
need to go through the testing process [39], and therefore, additional functionalities are achieved
with the help of optional telemechanic devices [40] or smart sensors, i.e., smart tags [41]. It is also
possible to interconnect different devices with the help of gateways or by upgrading conventional
devices with new communication protocols, i.e., a phasor measurement unit (PMU) with an IOT
interface [42], or include multiple interfaces and communication protocols in a single device [43].
A detailed description of sensing technologies and issues connected with sensing technology are
presented in the CIGRE brochure (2021) [44] or the newly created CIGRE “WG D2.53 Technology and
Applications of Internet of Things in Power Systems”.

The presented considerations prompted the authors to utilize an existing AMI system, in particular
load profiles for monitoring of the condition of the earthing system. The utilization of AMI data for
earthing system monitoring is, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, a world innovation. In order
to monitor an earthing system in real-time, AMI data have to be sent to the central system, however,
it is also possible to verify the earthing system condition periodically in offline mode—when AMI
data are available. One should remember that the offline mode may not be optimal if AMI data are
already compressed since the data would need to be recompressed for the purpose of analysis and
compressed again.
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3. Earthing System Current Sources

Earthing screen current sources are presented in Figure 1. Earthing screen current sources marked
with blue color are presented in the following paragraph, whereas other screen current sources are
presented in previous papers [16–18]. Papers [16,17] present the earthing screen current sources under
earth fault conditions—marked with red and green color in Figure 1. Paper [18] presents earthing screen
current sources under load and no-load conditions—marked with yellow and grey color. This paper
is a continuation of [18] and focuses on residual earthing screen current—Ircs under load conditions
(yellow), which was initially omitted due to negligible small amplitudes. Further research, however,
showed that even a very small current in the range of tens of mA can be used for the detection of
earthing system mechanical damage, degradation, and cable line collapse. Because of the very small
amplitudes of the current, it is mandatory to use precise current measurement instruments—preferably
a Rogowski coil [45,46]. Attention is paid both to single segment cable lines and multi-segment
cables lines.
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Figure 1. Earthing screen current sources.

The sources marked with grey, red, green, and blue colors are not used for the purpose of analysis;
however, the sources have to be recognized in order to clean the data from disturbances, which have
a negative impact on the accuracy of the results. Preparation of data is presented in Section 6.2. One of
the sources of residual earthing screen current is the single phasing of the load [47]. Single phasing may
be a result of a broken wire in an overhead line or improper operation of switching devices—damaged
switch contact in one phase. It is however noted that under these circumstances, not only the rise of
residual earthing screen current is observed, but also the rise of negative sequence in load current.
Characteristic features allow single phasing to be detected and exclude the single phasing from the
analysis of the earthing systems. Detection of single phasing is unfortunately limited to situations
where a big part of the load goes under emergency single phasing conditions, which rarely occurs
in real distribution feeders. In many cases, only a small share of a feeder load may go under single
phasing conditions, and therefore, in some cases the detection of single phasing is almost impossible.
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In order to increase the effectiveness of single phasing detection, the use of measurements taken using
AMI is recommended (taken at the LV side of MV/LV transformers) [47]. It is also possible to detect
single phasing condition when cable line is de-energized—small resistance between phases indicates
a proper connection, whereas out of scale resistance indicates that the connection is broken [48]. Single
phasing is a dangerous operating condition since it can lead to damage of loads, particularly three
phase motors [49], risk of electrocution due to, e.g., dangling wires of overhead lines, and potential
load damages due to high voltage asymmetry.

Cable screen earthing current flow may also be a result of lightning impulse, which flows in
the proximity of cable line and induces an impulse in the cable line. The induced lightning screen
current impulse can be recognized thanks to the characteristic features of the waveform and very short
duration in the range of µs [50] and therefore can be excluded from the earthing system analysis. It is
also possible that in some cases additional screen earthing current sources will be active—stray current
originating from traction or industrial loads [51]. Many stray current sources may be eliminated by
filters since stray currents of traction loads are usually DC.

Harmonics distortions are always present in power systems; however, in some cases, harmonics
distortion can be exceptionally high, which could result in abnormal Ircs flow. By observing the total
harmonic distortion (THD) level of the Ircs, it is possible to exclude highly distorted trends from the
analysis. The Ircs may also be affected by induced disturbances, in such cases, the rise of Ircs is not
proportional with the rise of cable core currents. Finally, the change of Ircs may be the result of cable
sheath damage. According to [52], the damage can be detected with the help of waveform analysis.

4. Simulation Results

4.1. Single-Segment Cable Line

This paragraph presents the cable screen earthing current, factors affecting the Ircs current, and failure
symptoms, which are the foundation of the solutions presented in Section 6. The simulations are carried
out using PowerFactory software (2019 SP3). The developed model is presented in Figure 2. The model
presents one section of a 110/15 kV substation and the most important components—simplified
distribution feeders, 110/15 transformer, earthing transformer, and earthing impedance, as well as
a model of analyzed cable (3x120/cable screen). The only component which is modified is the analyzed
cable line, which is marked with a green frame. Other components are presented solely to show the
structure of a section of the 110/15 substation in Poland. Other components (outside the green frame)
do not have an impact on the simulation results. Switches marked with red are used to deenergize the
cable core of segment cc1 and to supply the segment cc2 via an ideal bypass connection. Simulations
are performed in the quasi dynamic simulation module, which allows simulations to be performed in
the long term—days, months, and years [53]. Loads are simulated based on real load profiles recorded
by AMI meters installed in MV/LV transformer stations located in Poland. The load profiles presented
in Figure 3 are modeled as relative loads. The nominal load is 1 MW, and for simplification, cosϕ is
constant and is equal to 0.9.

According to the theory presented in previous papers [16,17], the amplitude of screen earthing
current depends on:

- cable laying formation,
- parameters of cable line, in particular cable screen cross section,
- earthing system resistance,
- length of the cable line.
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Figure 3. Analyzed load profiles of MV/LV station (left–type (a) load profile and right–type (b) load
profile).

The longer the cable line is, the bigger the earthing screen current is. The phenomenon is explained
by increasing source power, which is proportional to cable length, in relation to load power, which is
a function of cable length and earthing system resistance. The Ircs is bigger in cables laid in the flat
formation and smaller in cables laid in trefoil formation. The non-intuitional relation is explained by
the fact that in trefoil formation, magnetic fields created by cables are neglecting each other almost
completely, whereas in flat formation, the neglection effect is smaller due to bigger differences between
coupling impedances between cables. Presently, trefoil formation is a standard solution in Poland;
however, in practice, perfect trefoil formation does not exist, and therefore, an additional laying
formation—degraded trefoil—is studied. Degraded trefoil is a flattened trefoil formation, presented in
Figure 4b, which allows more realistic cases to be analyzed. Trefoil formation can worsen along the
whole cable length or in particular places, i.e., because of cable collapse.
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Figure 4. Analyzed cable laying formations. (a)–ideal trefoil formation, (b)–degraded trefoil formation,
(c)–flattened trefoil formation.

Figure 5 presents the impact of cable length on residual screen earthing current—Ircs. One can
observe that Ircs increases with the increasing cable line length; however, for longer cable lines, one
can observe that the current is almost the same (1 and 3 km). Figure 6 presents the impact of earthing
system resistance—for higher earthing resistances, the Ircs is reduced. One can also observe that
increasing the resistance results in reduced extremes of Ircs and shifts the current toward the x-axis.
Independently from the analyzed parameters (earthing system resistance and length), the shape of the
load profile is reflected perfectly.
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Figure 5. Impact of cable line lengths on Ircs—residual earthing screen current. Starting from
below 0.5 km—red, 1 km—blue, and 3 km—green; Res = 2 Ω. Feeder configuration is marked with
colors red—energized cable—and orange—cable screen. Cable cross section: 3x150/25, earthing
resistance—2 Ω, load—relative load A (Figure 3) multiplied by 1 MVA, cosϕ = 0.9.
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Figure 6. Impact of earthing system resistance on Ircs—residual earthing screen current; from above
2 Ω—red, 4 Ω—blue, and 6 Ω—green. Feeder configuration is marked with colors red—energized
cable—and orange—cable screen. Cable cross section: 3x150/25, length: 1 km, load—relative load A
(Figure 3) multiplied by 1 MVA, cosϕ = 0.9.

Figure 7 presents the impact of cable line flattening on the earthing screen current. One can
observe that even relatively small deformation of trefoil formation (Figure 4b) leads to a high increase
of Ircs. Cable line collapse is considered a negative phenomenon because the flattening of the trefoil
formation results in higher energy losses [54]. Unfortunately, in case of cable line collapse, there are
no cost-effective repair methods. Practically the only solution to fix the cable formation would be to
dig out the cable and to lay it from the beginning. Analysis of cable formation may however be an
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important indicator of work quality—cable laying—, and therefore, the analysis of cable formation
would allow to find companies with a strong work culture.
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Figure 7. Impact of cable laying formation on Ircs—residual cable screen earthing current; red—trefoil
configuration, blue—flattened trefoil configuration, green—flat configuration. Feeder configuration is
marked with colors red—energized cable—and orange—cable screen. Cable cross section: 3x150/25,
length: 1 km, earthing resistance—2 Ω, load—relative load A (Figure 3) multiplied by 1 MVA, cosϕ= 0.9.

The next reason for the rise of Ircs may be a failure of the cable screen connections. In that case,
the current amplitude depends on the resistance of the cable screen connection and the location of
the erroneous connection [18]. The rise of the Ircs may be very similar to the Ircs current rise resulting
from the flattening of the cable formation. As a result, the classification of these types of failures may
be difficult, solely based on current profiles. One has to however note that the processes of failure
development for the two types of failures have a different time course. Collapsing of cable line is
a long-term process, during which the earthing current rises slowly over the months, whereas in
case of a cable screen connection failure, the rise of the Ircs may be observed instantaneously after
the cable screen connection is damaged. Damage of the cable screen connection is connected with
thermo-mechanical stresses under high current conditions; therefore, monitoring of thermomechanical
stresses allows the cause of the earthing screen current rise to be determined.

4.2. Multi-Segment Cable Line

The scope of analysis is expanded to include multi-segment cable lines because the multi-segment
lines are very common in distribution system networks. Moreover, the proposed solution is the most
effective for the monitoring of multi-segment cable lines. Firstly, a cable line that consists of two
(Figure 2) cable segments connected in series is analyzed. The switches marked with red color are
configured in a way that only one segment of cable line is energized, whereas the cable screens are
always connected. For both situations, the Ircs in the 110/15 substation is measured. The Ircs for scenario
1 is Ircs1 and the Ircs for scenario 2 is Ircs2. Finally, both segments of the cable feeder are energized and
the resulting Ircs–Ircs_r is measured. For both scenarios, the loading currents IL1 and IL2 are exactly the
same. Figure 8 presents cable screen earthing current for all scenarios. Additionally, the sum of Ircs1
and Ircs2—Ircs_S—is presented. The Ircs_r is slightly different from the Ircs_S. The differences are the
result of interactions between Ircs1 and Ircs2, and these interactions are the topic of further research.
Figure 9 presents the analogous situation; however, the loading currents IL1 and IL2 are different—IL1

is connected with load profile A and IL2 with load profile B.
Figure 10 presents the results of the degradation of the first MV earthing system, whereas

Figure 11 presents result of the degradation of the second earthing system (e2mv). As can be observed,
degradation of the first earthing system (e1mv) has a bigger impact on Ircs since it influences the
current loops in two cable segments, whereas degradation of the second (last of the feeder) earthing
resistance influences only one cable segment. The presented results prove that it is possible to indicate
the location of damaged or degraded earthing systems. Failure of the cable screen connection has a
major impact on only one cable line segment.
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Figure 8. Residual cable screen earthing currents—Ircs—of cable segments loaded with load A;
red—segment cc2 (configuration b); blue—segment cc1 (configuration a); light blue—sum of Ircs for
configurations a and b; green—cc1 and cc2. Feeder configuration is marked with the following colors:
red—energized cable, grey—deenergized cable, and orange—cable screen. Cable cross section: 3x150/25,
length of segments: 1 km, earthing resistances—2 Ω, load—relative load A (Figure 3) multiplied by
1 MVA, cosϕ = 0.9.
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Figure 10. Impact of Re1MV on cable screen earthing current (from above 2, 4 and 6 Ω; cable length 1 
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Figure 9. Residual currents of cable segments—Ircs—in case of loads load A in section cc1 and B in
section cc2; red—segment cc2 (configuration b); blue—segment cc1 (configuration a); light blue—sum
of Ircs for configurations a and b; green—cc1 and cc2. Feeder configuration is marked with the following
colors: red—energized cable, grey—deenergized cable, and orange—cable screen; a)–1st cable segment
is energized, b)–2nd cable segment is energized, c) both cable segments are energized. Cable cross
section: 3x150/25, length of segments: 1 km, earthing resistances—2 Ω, load—relative load of the first
cable segment (cc1)—A (Figure 3) multiplied by 1 MVA, cosϕ = 0.9, relative load of the second cable
segment (cc2)—B (Figure 3) multiplied by 1 MVA, cosϕ = 0.9.
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Figure 10. Impact of Re1MV on cable screen earthing current (from above 2, 4 and 6 Ω; cable length
1 km). Feeder configuration is marked with colors red—energized cable—and orange—cable screen.
Cable cross section: 3x150/25, length of segments: 1 km, earthing resistances—2 Ω, load—relative load
A (Figure 3) multiplied by 1 MVA, cosϕ = 0.9.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 28 
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before the segment. Segments which are laid before the analyzed cable segment create parallel paths 
for current flow. In general, when the number of earthing systems increases and the length of the 
cable segments before the considered segment increases, the share of residual current of the segment 
which flows through the earthing system of the 110/SN substation is reduced. It is difficult to specify 
the maximum length of cable feeder or number of sections which allow the whole cable feeder to be 
monitored. The amplitudes of earthing screen currents also depend on the main source of the 
currents—the load currents of different cable segments. In general, one can say that the bigger the 
load current is, the bigger the screen earthing current is. It is recommended that the screen earthing 
current is analyzed under high loading conditions since the earthing screen current is larger. 

Figure 11. Impact of Re2MV on Ircs (from above 2, 4 and 6 Ω; cable length 1 km). Feeder configuration
is marked with colors red—energized cable—and orange—cable screen. Cable cross section: 3x150/25,
length of segments: 1 km, earthing resistances—2 Ω, load—relative load A (Figure 3) multiplied by
1 MVA, cosϕ = 0.9.
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Figure 12 presents the results of the break of earthing system continuity—Re1mv—green,
Remv2—blue. The red curve presents the Ircs current under normal operating conditions—earthing
systems are connected properly. The presented type of failure is also characterized by a reduced
earthing screen current amplitude; however, in this case, failure occurs immediately, i.e., when the
earthing system is broken. The presented results allow the conclusion to be made that knowledge
about the load profiles of cable segments allows the segment of cable line which is responsible for the
abnormal flow of Ircs to be indicated.
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Figure 12. Ircs in case of the break of earthing system continuity: Re1mv—green, Remv2—blue;
red—reference curve—no failure. Feeder configuration is marked with colors red—energized
cable—and orange—cable screen. Cable cross section: 3x150/25, length of segments: 1 km, earthing
resistances—2 Ω, load—relative load A (Figure 3) multiplied by 1 MVA, cosϕ = 0.9.

The principles of cable screen current flow in multi-segment cable lines are similar to single
segment cable lines; however, additionally, one needs to consider the fact that the amplitude of Ircs

forced by the cable segment depends on the impedance of the cable screens and earthing systems
laid before the segment. Segments which are laid before the analyzed cable segment create parallel
paths for current flow. In general, when the number of earthing systems increases and the length
of the cable segments before the considered segment increases, the share of residual current of the
segment which flows through the earthing system of the 110/SN substation is reduced. It is difficult to
specify the maximum length of cable feeder or number of sections which allow the whole cable feeder
to be monitored. The amplitudes of earthing screen currents also depend on the main source of the
currents—the load currents of different cable segments. In general, one can say that the bigger the load
current is, the bigger the screen earthing current is. It is recommended that the screen earthing current is
analyzed under high loading conditions since the earthing screen current is larger. Moreover, the bigger
the differences between load profiles are, the easier it is to indicate the cable section responsible for
the abnormal earthing screen current flow. In real cable lines, the variability of load profiles increases
with the rise of distance from the substation, which increases the sensitivity of the proposed solution.
After taking all the factors into account, one can conclude that it is not possible to monitor the whole of
the long complex cable feeder with just one point measurement. Cable segments located close to the
substation are monitored. Those segments are the most important because a failure of those segments
would affect the biggest number of consumers. Cable segments in the depths of the network can be
monitored with additional earthing screen current sensors.

4.3. Thermo-Mechanical Stresses

In order to calculate the currents which generate thermo-mechanical stresses, phase to phase
faults are simulated at the end of the cable line. Simulations are carried in the Root-Mean Square
(RMS) module of PF software. More detailed transient analysis can be made using the Electromagnetic
Transients (EMT) module of PowerFactory or different software [55]. Figure 13 presents cable screen
currents under two phase to phase fault conditions, and Figure 14 presents cable screen currents under
three phase to phase fault conditions. The cable core cross section is 120 mm2, whereas the cable screen
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cross sections are modified and presented in the legend of Figures 13 and 14. The relative fault location
is always the same—at the end of the cable. Faults at the end of the cable line can also be interpreted as
faults at the beginning of the overhead line of mixed cable overhead feeders. Phase to phase faults
along cable lines rarely occur. It is more likely that the fault will occur in the overhead section of a
mixed feeder. The probability of a fault in the line is given in faults per year and per kilometer of the
line; therefore, the longer the line the bigger is the risk of phase to phase faults. Based on the results
presented in Figures 13 and 14, one can say that with increasing cable line length, currents flowing
through the cable screens under two phase and three phase fault conditions are reduced. This tendency
can be explained by the rise of cable impedance to fault location. It has to be underlined that the ratio
of cable core and cable screen currents remains the same, regardless of the fault location. The presented
results allow the practical conclusion to be drawn—the shorter the cable line of cable overhead feeder,
the higher the cable screen current amplitude is, and therefore, the thermo-mechanical stresses are
greater. Additionally, one can say that the longer the overhead line is, the bigger the quantity of
thermo-mechanical stresses that can be expected. Thermo-mechanical stresses damage the cable screen
connections—in particular in cable joints and cable heads. The bigger the cable screen cross section,
the higher the amplitudes of the cable screen currents are, and therefore, paradoxically, cables with
smaller cable screen cross sections are better protected against thermo-mechanical stresses.
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cable—and orange—cable screen.
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5. Measurement Results

In order to confirm the results of theoretical considerations presented in Section 4 and to prove that
despite many potential disturbances, i.e., earth faults, it is possible to monitor the Ircs, the measurements
in real cable line are taken. Measurements are taken in cable line which is a part of cable overhead
feeder. The cable line is 0,78 km long (one segment) and the line type is 3xYHAKXS 120/50 12/20 kV.
Figure 15 presents averaged true RMS current trends recorded in cable cores and screens over a
10-day period. Measurements in cable cores are taken on the secondary side of current transformers,
whereas measurements of currents in cable screens are taken directly at cable screens. Rogowski
coils are installed in a way that the cable screens are in the middle of the Rogowski coil measuring
windows to ensure the lowest possible measuring errors. As can be observed in Figure 15, the phase
currents measured in cable cores overlap each other, and therefore, one can conclude that the load
is almost perfectly symmetrical. Variation of load is not typical for this distribution feeder because
of the renewable energy source—wind turbines with relatively high power—in comparison with the
loads of the feeder. Nevertheless, as expected, cable screen currents reflect the trends of cable core
currents very well, at the same time, however, the cable screen current amplitudes differ significantly.
The cable screen currents asymmetry is typical for cables laid in flat formation [56] and therefore one
can conclude that cable is laid in flat formation. The analyzed cable line is built according to old
standards. Currently, single core cable lines in MV networks are laid in trefoil formation in order to
reduce cable screen losses [57].Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14 of 28 
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Figures 15 and 16 are scaled to present average 15 min values. Figure 15 presents the load current
as phase values. Load currents can also be expressed as a single value—positive sequence current,
which is obtained according to theory of symmetrical components, or as total load which is a sum of
phase loads. Expression of load as a single value greatly simplifies the correlation analysis. Positive
sequence load current is presented at the top of Figure 16. Below the positive sequence load current,
one can observe the zero-sequence screen current, I0cs, and at the bottom, the cable screen earthing
current Ircs. The Ircs is measured at the point of connection of the cable screens and earthing system of
the 110/15 substation. The I0cs is obtained according to symmetrical components theory by summing
the cable screen phase currents. Both currents express current flowing through the loop created by the
cable screens and the earth. According to this theory, both currents are equivalent; therefore, for the
presented analysis, only Ircs is required. Both values are presented to confirm that the measurement
results are reliable. Slight differences between Ircs and I0cs may be explained by the limitation of the
measuring equipment—the measuring errors of three cable screen currents add up when the sum of
currents (I0cs) is calculated. Moreover, the beginning of the Rogowski coil measuring range is 0.1 A, and
therefore, smaller current amplitudes are burdened with a greater error. The 100 mA value is marked in
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Figure 16 with a black line, horizontal to the x axis. Nevertheless, despite the small differences, one can
observe that two measurements give very similar results, which confirms that the measurements were
taken properly. Analysis of Figure 16 allows us to conclude that the correlation between the load
current expressed as positive sequence current—Ipcc—and the Ircs is very high. It is important to note
that both measured currents—Ipcc and Ircs—are true RMS currents, which include harmonic distortions,
etc. Theoretically, it is possible to extract the fundamental current components; however, AMI meters
typically record the total load, which includes harmonic distortion; therefore, utilization of the true
RMS value, even though it could be slightly less accurate, is definitely easier to implement. For the
purpose of diagnostics, it is convenient to present the Ircs as a function of Ipcc on the x–y Cartesian
plane (Figure 17). As can be observed, Ircs is clearly a function of load current; however, real life
measurements are not as perfectly repeatable as the simulation software, and therefore, one needs to
consider the Ircs and Ipcc relation as a measuring band limited by two parallel lines [59]. The majority
of measuring points are within the band. Some points outside the band can be removed from further
analysis because the points are connected with transients, strongly distorted waveforms conditions,
etc. Moreover, one can observe that a number of points outside the band are bigger when Ircs is below
100 mA (outside the measuring range), which is marked by a green line (Figure 17), horizontal to the x
plane. The data presented on the Cartesian plane (x-y) are typically used as input for machine learning
systems [60].Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 28 
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Measurement results presented in Figures 15–17 were taken under mild weather conditions
(only short, <1 h periods of intermittent rain). Unfortunately, the authors suspect that in some cases,
the correlation between the load current and Ircs may not be so straightforward. It is possible that the
earthing system resistance will vary significantly because of ambient conditions, i.e., rainfall or snow
melting. In the case of rainfall, it is relatively simple to correlate the earthing resistance variance with
the rainfall since the effects of rain can be observed shortly after rainfall. The effects of snow melting
may be recognized using information about snow and temperature—if after snowfall the ambient
temperature rise above 0 ◦C, the resistance of the earthing system will be reduced, and therefore,
the earthing current will increase. One has to note however that the earthing system resistance
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variations may be observed mainly in the simple earthing system, i.e., at the end of cable line segment
or cable junction boxes. Variability of resistance in urban earthing systems is greatly reduced because
an earthing system is a complex structure, which is built out of an MV/LV station earthing system
and an earthing system of Protective Earth and Neutral (PEN) wires connected with the station [61].
Earthing systems of PEN wires are often connected with the foundation earthing of buildings that
ensure stable resistance [62]. Moreover, the resistance of earthing systems in urban areas is often not
sensitive to ambient conditions because of mechanical barriers, i.e., asphalt or concrete covering the
earthing systems. Additionally, drainage water systems allow the soil moisture to be kept stable.
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6. Developed Solutions

6.1. General Structure

The general structure of the proposed system is presented in Figure 18. The main elements
of the system are protection relays, which measure the cable screen earthing current. The server
is a central unit that performs the functions presented in the paragraphs below. Computer and
mobile devices allow for manual data access, analysis, and visualization. Other components provide
information for data analysis. Components marked with black font are necessary for the operation
of the system: weather data, models of the cable feeder (equipment and maintenance database),
and current configuration of power system (SCADA). Components marked with blue font are optional
and can extend the functionalities of the proposed system—A GIS (geographical information system)
could store the location of the feeder and location of failures, a failure database could be used to
analyze the correlation between thermo-mechanical stresses and failures, whereas external sensors
could provide data from additional current measurements from the depths of the network.

The proposed solution can be presented as two general algorithms, presented in Figure 19—one
for real time monitoring and data acquisition and the second for data preparation and data analysis.
Both algorithms are run in parallel. Real-time monitoring is performed using protection relays (IED),
which measure the cable screen earthing current, whereas data preparation and analysis are performed
by a centralized application—the server. Thanks to the real-time monitoring, it is possible to detect
a few failure types immediately—loss of connection with the earth and damage of the cable screen
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connections. Data preparation is the process of data acquisition and data cleaning, which is described
in the section below. Processed data are used for data analysis in order to detect degradation of the
cable line formation, degradation of the earthing system or degradation of the cable screen connection
due to cumulative ageing. Detailed algorithms are presented below.
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6.2. Data Processing and Analysis

The detailed flowchart of data processing and analysis is presented in Figure 20. The steps are
described below in ascending order.

In order to initialize data preparation and analysis, one needs to obtain information about the
cable feeder and network structure. The information can be obtained from the distribution system
operator (DSO) line and equipment databases. One has to underline that the network structure should
be saved in a standardized Common Information Model (CIM) format [63].

After the initialization process, the data are processed. At the beginning, the data are cleaned, i.e.,
averaging periods which contain fault incidents are removed from the data set. Faults are recognized
thanks to information from the protection relay register [64]. Data averaging periods affected by earth
faults and other disturbances, i.e., stray current flow incidents, are excluded from the analysis.
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AMI meters can be configured to measure both current and power, but in typical applications
AMI meters store information only about power flowing through the transformer since power is
more convenient to measure energy consumption/production and is also used as an input value for
monitoring of the transformer loading [65]. At the same time, however, AMI meters typically record
voltages on the low voltage side in order to monitor power quality. Based on the power and voltage one
can calculate the current. Data downloaded from AMI are recalculated to obtain the load currents of
the cable segments according to Kirchhoff’s laws. The exemplary cable feeder is presented in Figure 21.
The exemplary feeder consists of three segments—L1, L2, and L3. The current flowing in segment
three is equal to load current IL3. The current flowing through segment three is equal to the sum of the
currents IL2 and IL3 and so on.

Cleaned data are used to calculate segment share factors (residual return factor)—RFr110/15_s. Share
factors are calculated according to set of equations. For the cable line presented in Figure 17, the set of
equations takes the form:

I1t1·RFr110/15_sL1 + I2t1·RFr110/15_sL2 + I3t1·RFr110/15_sL3 = Ircs_t1
I1t2·Wrpowl1

+ I2t2·RFr110/15_sL2 + I3t2·RFr110/15_sL3 = Ircs_t2

I1t3·Wrpowl1
+ I2t3·RFr110/15_sL2 + I3t3·RFr110/15_sL3 = Ircs_t3

where t1, t2, and t3 are following data averaging periods recorded with AMI meters.
The bigger the number of cable segments is, the longer the set of equations are, and therefore, more

current averaging periods are needed to solve the set of equations. An alternative possibility to obtain
the share factors is to adjust the share factors of the load profiles of the segments in a way which ensures
the best fit (the smallest deviation) of the calculated and measured Ircs (averaged and synchronized in
the same way as the AMI data). The fitting process is an iterative process, which takes into account
boundary conditions obtained from simulation software. The boundary conditions represent the
maximum and minimum value of the share factors of the cable segments and are calculated under the
assumption that only the analyzed segment is active. For the purpose of the calculation, the lowest
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possible resistances and maximum possible resistances are set as the parameters of the earthing systems
(Figure 2). The share factors should be analyzed in a relatively small time window, i.e., 1 to 6 h, to avoid
error due to resistance variation, i.e., after heavy rain. The share factors of the cable segments have to
be saved in a database for further analysis, i.e., the deviations from long-term trends. The calculated
share factors and information about the cable feeder structure are loaded in the initialization process of
the data analysis flowchart (Figure 20). The determined share factors are compiled with the total load
current and are presented on the x-y plane. Trends describing the share factors as a function of load
current are determined and stored in the system for further processing. The share factors are compared
with the boundary conditions obtained from the simulation software. The process of calculating the
boundary parameters is exactly the same as above; however, seasonal variations or weather conditions
of the earthing resistances are considered. The presented approach is similar to fingerprint analysis,
which is often used for diagnostic purposes [66,67].
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Figure 21. Exemplary load feeder.

Trend lines are further compared with next trend lines obtained for other measuring periods, i.e.,
trends obtained in 2019 are compared with trends obtained in 2020, in order to find abnormalities, i.e.,
a shifting trend toward the x axis. If a significant change of trends is noticed, an alarm is generated.
There are a few alarm possibilities—degradation of cable formation, degradation of earthing system,
degradation of screen connections, etc. The number of the share factor indicates the location of an
abnormal condition, whereas the problem is identified according to conclusions presented in paragraph
simulation—if only one share factor is significantly different, one can suspect that the cable screen
connection is damaged. In the case of big differences of two trends, one can suspect that degradation
of the earthing system between is responsible for the abnormalities. An exceptional case is the last
earthing system of the feeder because in that case both earthing system and cable screen degradation
may give similar results.

Information about thermo-mechanical stresses is compiled with the share factors. Attention is
paid to the relative change of the share factors after the high current incident. Recorded parameters
are correlated with the relative change in order to correlate different factors with the cable screen
connection degradation. The full functionality of the proposed solutions is achieved when additional
data are provided. Data from the failure database can be used to track the causes of the failure.

6.3. Real-Time Monitoring

Figure 22 presents the detailed real-time monitoring algorithm. The monitoring is based on
analysis of the Ircs amplitude. In order to detect loss of earth continuity, the amplitudes of consecutive
measuring periods are subtracted and scaled in %. If the calculated relative difference is greater than
the setting value and the change is not correlated with load variation, the alarm ‘Earthing system
failure’ is activated. The setting value is obtained from the simulation software, after observing the Ircs

variation after loss of the earthing system (Sections 4.1 and 4.2). Regardless of the results of the Ircs

subtraction, the algorithm is continued and thermo-mechanical stresses are assessed. Monitoring of
thermo-mechanical stresses is achieved by analyzing the event register of the digital protection relays.
The protection relay has to be configured to store information about high current incidents, i.e., phase
to phase faults. Every time the core currents exceed the threshold level, information is stored in the
digital register. Afterwards, based on the relation between the cable core currents and the cable screen
current, the cable screen current is calculated. Attention is paid to the quantity of thermo-mechanical
stresses, maximal current, duration of stresses, and amplitudes of the average currents. The duration of
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the stresses allows the cumulative aging effect to be calculated, which is commonly used for diagnostic
purposes [68]. One has to underline that current induced in cable screens under phase to phase
fault conditions, in contrast to phase to earth current, does not depend on earthing system resistance.
Moreover, the ratio of the cable core current and the screen currents does not depend on fault location.
Knowledge about the fault current and the ratio allows the thermo-mechanical stresses to be assessed
along the whole cable feeder. However, to assign the stresses to a segment of the line, one has to know
the location of a fault. Fortunately, it is relatively simple to assess the location of phase to phase faults,
using distance protection algorithms [69]. Thermo-mechanical stresses have a negative degradation
impact on cable screen connections; however, it is not clear how strong the effect is, and therefore,
further research is needed. It is believed that both laboratory investigation and statistical analysis is
needed [70]. The proposed algorithm can be used to pinpoint locations which are subjected to the
highest thermo-mechanical stresses, thanks to which attention will be brought to the appropriate places.
Afterwards, algorithms analyze the RFr110/15 before and after the current incident. If the RFr110/15
changes significantly, an alarm is raised.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 21 of 28 
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Figure 22. Algorithm for monitoring the thermo-mechanical stresses. Ircs_i/i+1—consecutive
measurements; ∆Ircs—setting of earthing system threshold; Icc—load current (phase values);
Ithremal—threshold above which the thermomechanical stresses are visible, Ircs_pre/post—current before
and after incident under the same loading conditions. Values stored in SAVE TMS (thermo-mechanical
stress): time stamp, maximum and average values of phase currents, duration, current, and voltage
waveforms (for validation). The block TRENDS ACQUISITION stores average values of total load
current and Ircs (averaging period is the same as AMI averaging period).
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The proposed thermo-mechanical stress monitoring algorithm is based on current monitoring.
The algorithm can be implemented in a conventional power distribution network with just software
modifications. The algorithm only indicates lines which were exposed to the greatest thermo-mechanical
stresses, however does not give precise information about the stresses. Precise information about the
thermo-mechanical stresses can be obtained from strain sensors installed in cable lines.

7. Discussion

Monitoring of cable lines is difficult because of the specific cable working conditions:

- cable length can be up to tens of km,
- cable lines are usually buried underground at a depth of about 1 m,
- there are a large amount of cable types and accessories.

MV cable lines are typically inspected in accordance with a time-based maintenance policy.
Among different cable line monitoring techniques, only a few solutions have been commercialized or
get increased interest of researchers. Among the solutions, one can mention optical fibers for cable
temperature measurement, partial discharge measurement, or current monitoring techniques [71].
Installation of optical fibers in cable line allows for precise temperature measurement along the whole
cable length, but at the same time is connected with a serious drawback. Installation and repair of the
cable line requires two specialists—one cable line specialist and one optical fiber specialist. Partial
discharge detection is often presented in the literature as a promising solution for detection of insulation
defects [72–74]. Current monitoring techniques are presented in the literature and allow for monitoring
of connection continuity, connection flooding, or observe thermal aging of the insulation [75,76].
The proposed solutions utilize single point current measurements for monitoring of a few earthing
systems and earthing screen connections. The proposed solutions are in the development stage, and
further research activities are obviously needed. Unfortunately, due to the coronavirus crisis, research
activities are limited due to fear of infection and economic restrictions. The presented solutions have
some limitations, i.e., only a few earthing systems can be monitored effectively. It is however noted that
a great majority of DSOs use only a time-based maintenance policy for cable line maintenance, without
any earthing system monitoring strategy. One has to underline that the number of earthing systems in
the distribution system network is very big, and therefore, often only a statistical sample, e.g., 10% of
earthing systems, are investigated. Unfortunately, it is possible that some earthing systems which have
not been tested are damaged. It is worth underlining that DSOs have problems with thieves, who steal
copper elements of earthing systems, or unreliable contractors, who use iron rods instead of copper or
a combination of both—copper rods close to the surface and iron rods underground in order to pass
visual inspection and get the work approval [77]. It is noted that monitoring of cable segments may be
improved if the return factor (RF110/15), which occurs under phase to earth fault conditions, is analyzed.
As is presented in previous papers [16,17], the RF110/15 depends on cable screen earthing resistance,
and therefore, it is possible to use RF110/15 as a screen earthing system indicator. The concept requires
further research.

Effectiveness of the proposed solutions depends on data quality, in particular, results averaging
periods of AMI (advanced metering infrastructure). Currently averaged load profiles of MV/LV stations
are recorded every 15 min, which is a result of technical constraints, in particular with data transfer
limitations and data storage capabilities. It is planned to shorten the results averaging periods to 1 min,
which is possible with the current generation of smart meters [78]. Reduction of the averaging period
would greatly improve the quality of load profiles and, in turn, would improve the effectiveness of the
proposed solutions.

Despite the Ircs monitoring, it is proposed that cable screen currents and thermo-mechanical
stresses are monitored. Cable screen currents are assessed based on the ratio of cable screen and core
currents. The proposed methods do not give precise information about the thermo-mechanical stresses
but indicate lines which were exposed to the greatest thermo-mechanical stresses. Information about
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thermo-mechanical stresses should be compiled with failure data and information data—manufacturer
name, cable type, joint type, etc. Data analysis would allow cable lines which are in the worst condition
to be indicated. More precise information about the thermo-mechanical stresses can be obtained using
mechanical tension sensors, i.e., strain sensors [79]. Unfortunately, not all techniques for mechanical
stress measurement can be used for cable line monitoring, as methods which are based on the analysis
of magnetic field distribution may give inaccurate results because the magnetic field in the proximity of
cable lines may be strongly distorted [80]. Among interesting stress measurement sensors which could
be installed in cable lines one can mention capacitive strain sensors or piezoelectric sensors [81,82].
Piezoelectric sensors are commercial solutions [83]. Unfortunately, strain sensors do not allow the
stresses along the whole cable length to be observed, and therefore, one needs to choose locations for
sensor installation which are vulnerable to failures. According to [84], approximately 45% of failures in
cable lines occur in cable joints, and therefore, installation of the stress sensor inside the cable joint
would allow many different failures to be detected. Unfortunately, installation of the strain sensors is
possible only after the cable screen connection is made, and therefore, it is not possible to install the
sensor in the cable factory. As a result, the installation of the cable joint would be more time consuming
and would require qualified personnel. Unfortunately, currently it is not clear how to properly install
the strain sensors inside different types of cable joints. Furthermore, installation of sensors in cable
joints is problematic because the ground is a communication barrier and conventional wireless sensors
cannot be used. The sensors for underground infrastructure are in the development stage, an example
of which would be the Radio-frequency identification (RFID) underground tag [85]. One has to note
that the tags are big and it may be difficult or even impossible to install tags in cable joints. It is also
possible to install the electric box in the location of a cable joint; however, that would increase the total
cost significantly. Authors believe that strain sensors will not be commonly installed in cable lines
however may be used to observe thermo-mechanical stress in laboratory conditions in order to gather
more data about the phenomena and improve the effectiveness of the proposed current-based method.

The literature presents a lot of information about structural health monitoring. Structural health
sensors could theoretically be used for monitoring of the integrity of the earthing system. An overview
of sensors for structural health monitoring is presented in [86]. Structural health sensors are dedicated
for the specific type of failure, and therefore, it is difficult to measure the condition of the earthing
system effectively because of different failure mechanisms—it is possible that the earthing system will
be broken in different locations or that someone will cut off the earthing system or that the earthing
system will corrode significantly. The monitoring of the Ircs allows all the failure mechanisms in
different locations to be included, whereas structural health sensors allow monitoring of only some
failure causes in one location. Moreover, all standards consider the electrical parameters of earthing
systems. The electrical parameters can be assessed thanks to the Ircs monitoring, whereas structural
health sensors do not provide information about electrical parameters of the earthing systems.

In order to present the proposed solution in a clear manner, a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, and Threats) analysis is made:

Strengths:

- it is able to detect failures which up until now remained undetected,
- it is possible to pre-locate the failure and identify the failure type,
- single point measurement is capable of monitoring a few segments of cable line,
- the proposed solution can be integrated with an existing diagnostic system, i.e., the SORAL

system [87], which greatly reduces the workload for implementation,
- additional sensors could be installed in depths of the network.

Weaknesses:

- the effectiveness of the system is reduced when the distance from measurement location increases,
- residual earth fault current is observed in two point earthed cable lines only, therefore, the solutions

cannot be used in one point grounded lines [88],
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- further research is needed, particularly in locations of industrial plants and traction loads, which
could be a source of stray currents.

Opportunities:

- the system could be used for monitoring of high voltage (HV) lines,
- it is believed that the functionality of the system can be improved, i.e., by analyzing RF110/15 under

phase to ground fault conditions,
- the system is able to detect any abnormal current rise and therefore can protect cable screens

from overheating,
- the cost of sensors installed in the depths of the network could be reduced if current sensors were

integrated with other smart city sensors, e.g., weather stations, cameras, etc.

Threats:

- erroneous data about cable lines could compromise the effectiveness of the system.

8. Summary

The contribution of the paper is connected with the development of new solutions for the
monitoring of earthing systems of cables lines and cable screen connections, i.e., cable joints.
The monitoring of the distribution feeders built out of one cable segment is validated using
measurements in an MV network. The proposed solution is also able to monitor complex, multi-segment
cable lines if AMI data are provided. Moreover, it is possible to pre-locate the failures of cable line
earthing systems or screen connections. The principle of operation of the proposed solution is based
on analysis of trends and observing criterion values—residual cable screen earthing current and shares
of cable segments in 110/15 residual screen earthing current. Additionally, a tool for monitoring of
thermo-mechanical stresses in cable screens is presented. The tool uses information obtained from
conventional digital protection relays (short circuit, average and peak currents, and duration of the
short circuit) and the transformation ratio between cable cores and screens currents to calculate the
thermo-mechanical stresses in cable screens and in cable joints. Different failure scenarios are analyzed
in PowerFactory software, and characteristic features of failures are outlined.

Further research is focused on analyzing the effectiveness of the system in complex cable feeders.
Analysis of other cable screen current sources is also planned, in particular stray currents; therefore,
taking measurements in lines which supply industrial and traction loads is planned. The goal of the
research is to develop an expert system that can recognize the origination of current sources and is able
to extract useful information automatically. Attention will be paid to the whole frequency spectrum,
which is often used for diagnostic purposes [89].
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